Hi.

These few pages show you just
some areas we can help make your
books and marketing come to life,
efficiently and with minimal fuss!
n Cover design – all genres
n Book interior design and artwork
n Any marketing requirements, print or digital
and often at short notice!
n Social media content and animation
(please ask for samples)
n Illustration
n Pitches and presentations
n Packaging
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Here are the publishers and imprints that have
worked with us over the past seven years:

Just a few of the brands
we have worked with:

n Atlantic

n Kogan Page

n Annabel Karmel

n Bookouture

n Little, Brown

n BBC Good Food

n Bloomsbury

n Michael O’Mara

n Dr Who

n Bonnier

n Octopus

n Harry Potter

n Canongate

n One World

n Jamie Oliver

n Casemate

n Orion

n Great British Bake Off

n Cornerstone

n Pan Macmillan

n Mary Berry

n Ebury

n Penguin

n M&S

n Faber

n Profile

n Strictly Come Dancing

n Footprint

n Quercus

n The Voice

n HarperCollins

n September Books

n Top Gear

n Hodder / Headline

n Thames and Hudson

n Hot Key Books

n Vintage
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Some samples . . .
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BookCovers
fiction

YOU THINK YOU KNOW
WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT.

THE

YOU’RE WRONG.
THE WOMAN BEFORE . . .

S H E ’ S N OT

Vanessa fell in love and was with Richard for seven years
before their marriage fell apart. He told her he had found
someone new, someone younger. Her days are now spent
piecing together painful memories while another bottle of
wine is drained.

WIFE

. . . THE WOMAN AFTER

W H O YO U

Nellie is engaged to the man of her dreams. Caring,
charismatic and accomplished, Richard is seemingly perfect,
sparing no expense on his fiancée. But as the wedding gets
closer she feels as though someone is watching her. That
someone is following her wherever she goes.

BET WEEN

THE WIFE IN BETWEEN . . .
There are always two sides to any story and only Vanessa knows
the truth about Richard. As the big day draws near she must
warn his bride-to-be before it’s too late . . .

THINK SHE IS

US

‘I had to get up in the middle of reading
to calm my nerves’

‘A wonderful
psychological
thriller’

LINWOOD BARCLAY

THE SUN

Dr Lise Shields works tirelessly with the most deadly criminals
in America. At Menaker psychiatric hospital all are guilty and
no one ever leaves. Then she meets Jason Edwards.
Jason is an anomaly. No transfer order, no patient history, no
paperwork at all. Is he really guilty of the horrific crimes he’s
been sentenced for?
Caught up in a web of unanswered questions and hastily
concealed injustices, the spotlight begins to shine on Lise.
She knows she’s being watched and she’s running out of time.
All is not as it seems at Menaker psychiatric hospital . . .

In Lise’s quest to discover the truth, is there
anywhere left to hide?
Perfect for fans of Harlan Coben and Linwood Barclay,
this twisty, page-turning thriller will keep you guessing
to the very end.

HarperCollinsPublishers

F E B R U A RY 2018

ISBN 978-0-00-755950-3

@johnburleybooks

GREER HENDRICKS & SARAH PEKKANEN

For publicity enquiries please contact Francesca Pearce
francesca.pearce@macmillan.com | 020 7014 6020

Uncorrected proof copy. Not for resale or quotation.

www.john-burley.com

UK £6.99*

ISBN 978-0-00-755950-3

*recommended price

9 780007 559503 >

avonbooksuk you die to save your family?
Would

Is anyone safe?

audio · ebook
9 780007 559503 >
Cover layout design © Clarkevanmeurs Design
Cover photographs © Arcangel and Alamy

THEY WERE ALL THERE THE DAY
YOUR SISTER WENT MISSING.

TWO GONE.

When the body of Lola Evans is found in a local park on a cold
winter’s morning, Detective Alex King and her new recruit
Chloe Lane are called in to lead the hunt for the killer.

WHO IS
LYING?
WHO IS
NEXT?

Days later, a second girl goes missing. It seems the two shared
a troubled history, and were members of the same support
group. Who is the monster preying on these vulnerable girls?
As the detectives start to piece together the clues, Chloe
realises she too is in danger – as she uncovers secrets about
her own brother’s death that someone will kill to keep hidden.
Alex and Chloe are determined to find the killer before more
lives are lost…

Chilling and totally compelling with an utterly
surprising twist, The Girls in the Water is perfect
for fans of Angela Marsons, Sarah Hilary, and
Patricia Gibney.

SAMANTHA HAYES
An utterly gripping psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist

WWW.BOOKOUTURE.COM

THRILLER
£8.99

VICTORIA JENKINS

‘The first one had been an accident.
He had never intended to kill her. But as
he looked down at her body, he knew
there would be a next one…’

ONE WHOSE PAST
COULD KILL HER.

DETECTIVES KING
& LANE BOOK 1

VICTORIA JENKINS
A completely gripping serial-killer thriller with a shocking twist

Cover by ClarkevanMeurs Design
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BookCovers
non-fiction

For Sam Faiers, life as part of the TOWIE cast and living
it up Essex style is a distant memory, but she wouldn’t
change it for the world. Since becoming a mum to baby
Paul her life has taken a magical (if not tiring) turn…

‘BLOCKBUSTING HISTORY’ ANDREW COLLINS, GUARDIAN

PRAISE FOR NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES:

In My Baby & Me, Sam opens up about what being a mum is
really like – from giving birth and those treasured first cuddles, to
surviving with no sleep and getting your body back into shape.
This intimate read charts all the ups and downs of Sam’s
unforgettable journey through motherhood while offering advice –
including her own healthy recipes and fitness tips – to fellow new
mums and mums-to-be.

‘INDISPENSIBLE’ MIKHAIL GORBACHEV
‘AS RIVETING, EYE-OPENING AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING
AS ANY HISTORY BOOK YOU WILL EVER READ…
CAN’T RECOMMEND IT HIGHLY ENOUGH’
GLENN GREENWALD

It explains what you really need to know about having a baby,
while revealing a whole new side of Sam that even she didn’t
know before!

‘THIS IS NOT HISTORY FOR HISTORY’S SAKE…
THIS IS THE HISTORY OF OUR FUTURE, LONG BEYOND
COLD WAR, INTO THE WAR ON TERROR, WAR ON DRUGS’
ED VULLIAMY, GUARDIAN

Welcome
to my family

Oscar-winning director Oliver Stone and historian Peter
Kuznick examine the dark side of American history right up
to the Obama administration. Is US involvement around the
globe about democratic ideals or political and economic
gain? This definitive story of the American Empire unmasks
the shocking and unforgettable truth like no other book.

Commuting is hell.
‘A Wallaby on the line between
Huddersfield and Stalybridge is
NATIONAL R AIL
causing delays’
‘We are sorry to announce the
cancellation of the 8.16 to Bedford.
This is due to slippery rain’
THAMESLINK

‘The train now arriving on
platform one is on fire. Passengers
are advised not to board this train’
BOURNEMOUTH TR AIN STATION

This is your survival guide.

M EM O I R
I S B N 978-1-91127-489-6

£7.99

9 780091 956806

HISTORY/POLITICS
www.eburypublishing.co.uk

9

HUMOUR
Pop Press
penguin.co.uk

781911 274896

Jacket artwork: ClarkevanMeurs Design

The Ups
& Downs of
Being a New
Mum
£7.99

You might be late, but you are not alone

Photos: Ray Burmiston
Cover design: Clarkevanmeurs Design

Untitled-2 1

04/09/2014 14:10

This groundbreaking anthology
presents in chronological order over
400 poems written in the 20th century.
From war to peace, from industry
to strikes, from artisans to technology,
here is history seen as never before,
through the poets’ eyes.
Starting with Thomas Hardy and
John Masefield and finishing with
Carol Ann Duffy and Jeffrey Harrison,
the editors – both experts in their field –
organize the poems in chronological
order, giving an overview of each
period in history, helpful notes where
required and concise biographies
of each poet. Alongside familiar
names come poets rescued from
oblivion such as the suffragette
who wrote a compelling poem
about her mistreatment in Holloway
Prison in 1912 or the medical officer
who went into Belsen with the British
troops producing an eye-witness
poem of lasting power.

Michael Hulse and Simon Rae are both
award-winning poets and have drawn on
years of experience in selecting the poems
in this anthology.
Michael Hulse currently teaches poetry at
the University of Warwick, and regularly
does reading tours around the world.
Simon Rae is a playwright, novelist and
broadcaster and previously presented
Radio 4’s ‘Poetry Please’. He lives in
Banbury, Oxfordshire.

Choosing poems from all over
the English-speaking world, this
engrossing collection makes
invaluable reading for poetry
lovers and students everywhere
and is an essential addition to
any poetry collection.
Poetry & Poems
www.eburypublishing.co.uk
Ebury Press
20 Vauxhall Bridge Road
London SW1V 2SA
I S B N 978-0-09-194017-1

Jacket Design and illustration by Toby Clarke
Image of Soldiers based on a photo of the 8th East Yorks
walking up to the Line, near Frezenberg on October 5, 1917.
(Photo by Fotosearch/Getty Images)

9

£20.00

780091 940171

20th CENTURY IN POETRY 3.indd 1

20/07/2011 14:40

JUST HOW TALL IS THE MASTER?
WHO WAS KILLED BY PSYCHIC SPIDER ELECTRICITY?
WHAT CAN’T A SONIC SCREWDRIVER DO?
More colourful than Tom Baker’s scarf, and more clever than Osgood,
Whographica explores the rich and peculiar history of Doctor Who
through infographics, charts, maps – and more! Follow the tangled threads
of the Doctor’s family tree. Discover the secrets of Dalek evolution. Learn
what the Doctor so desperately wants to know himself: where and when
to find his home planet.
Captivating, intriguing, beautiful and strange, Whographica
will show you so much more than the average eye is allowed to see.
Because, if you look hard, there are more wonders in this universe
than you could have ever dreamed of.

AN INFOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO
SPACE AND TIME
Simon Guerrier, Steve O’Brien
and Ben Morris

£16.99
FILM AND T V

@DWBBCBooks
www.penguin.co.uk

Cover design by Clarkevanmeurs Design
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marketing
posters

1989 The Remains of the Day wins the Booker Prize
2005 Never Let Me Go sells one million copies

2 0 1 5
R E T U R N S
‘There’s a journey we must go on, and no more delay…’

theburiedgiant.com

The new novel, out now in hardback, ebook and audio download

#theburiedgiant

‘Best novel of the decade’ Sophie Hannah
‘How to tell a
shattered story?

129mm

22mm

THE
F I R ST NOV EL
I N 20 Y E A R S

‘Hamer’s brilliant storytelling made me read on
for fear Ruby’s fate depended on it.’ Grazia

by. I live with Barbara and Mick.
y real parents, but they tell me
to do, and what to say.

From the Booker
Prize-winning author oF
the god oF Small thingS,

From

the bestselling,
Costa-shortlisted author of

THE GIRL IN THE
RED COAT

to be with my real family.
n’t let anyone else stop me.

No. By slowly
becoming everything.’

129mm

ng debut The Girl in the Red Coat,
l Hamer again excels in weaving a
l who’s not quite of this world . . .
ning beauty of a book.’ Red

ings I won’t say. I won’t tell them
nt for my real parents. I don’t say
adow, who sits on the stairs, or the
Or that I’m a hunter for lost souls.

By slowly becoming
everybody.

a ru n d h at i r oy

dous momentum of the story
th every page, hooking you into
and keeping you hooked to the
Rebecca Abrams, Financial Times

nd uplifting novel.’ Guardian

UK

£7.99

‘Unique and beautiful . . . a haunting, mesmerising

Cover design by Luke Bird
Plainpicture / Cavan Images
Hein Nouwens, Shutterstock

read.’novel
Rosamund
Lupton,
author of
Sister it possibly
‘This
takes
every
twist
could, and I loved it.’ Grazia

www.faber.co.uk

SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2014

OUT NOW IN PAPERBACK AND EBOOK
17/10/2017 15:06

Doll funeral 4-Sheet 2.indd 1

24/10/2017 11:08

We also do animated work for billboards and use online.
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marketing
pitches

*Text pixellated to
preserve confidentiality
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marketing
pitches

*Text pixellated to
preserve confidentiality
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marketing
presentation

3 out of the top 4 highest grossing film franchises of all time

‘Without words, without
writing and without books,
there would be no history,
there could be no concept
of humanity’
Hermann Hesse

‘He has realised that there is
something out there which, if he can
seize it, will unlock not just literature
but life itself… His life will change
utterly from this moment: he will
discover how literature changes the
world even as it describes it’
Julian Barnes on Stoner, by John Williams

1965

2013

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED

WATERSTONES BOOK OF THE YEAR 2013
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interiors
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Strictly 2017

Strictly 2018

Wanted on the dance floor … Jay and Aliona
picked up the trophy after a spectacular final

through the costume, told me what she
wanted and gave me a mood board with Moulin
Rouge references.
‘When the celebrity is in the chair we also
take into account their preferences and anything
they would like to change. ‘Unless the look is
very specific and set, we will always try and
accommodate their wishes.’

Jay McGuiness
Singer Jay McGuiness was ecstatic
when he took home the coveted
glitter ball trophy last Christmas,
and he reveals that his bandmates
from The Wanted helped him
make up his mind.

The Movie Week transformation
from Strictly contestant to screen
icon wouldn’t be complete
without the magical touch of the
make-up department.

Above The singer’s week 3 Pulp Fiction jive scored
a record 37 and helped squash his nerves

1 Chapter Title

Jay McGuiness 9

01/08/2016 10:12

3 You’re choosing where to have
a slap-up meal. Which type of
restaurant would you pick?

5 Settling down for the evening with a
good film, but which do you choose?

1 A fan sends you a tin of assorted biscuits.
Which one do you choose?
a) Pink wafer – colourful and tasty
b) Lemon biscuit – slightly sour with a kick
c) Digestive – no frill, no nonsense
d) Ladyfinger – elegant and slightly sweet

Flamboyant and fantastic, you are the
heart and soul of the party and there’s
never a dull moment when you’re
around. Boring isn’t an option.

up Designer Lisa Armstrong played her part
in conjuring up the mood of Moulin Rouge by
creating her own take on the iconic showgirl and
then handed the reins to make-up artist Lottie
Brooksbank.
‘The look in the film is the inspiration but
Laura’s look is our own take on that, tailored to
her skin tone, dress colour, etc.,’ explains Lottie.
‘Lisa came up with the look and then talked me

Lips ‘I used red lip liner then filled it with a
red lipstick. We don’t use lip gloss in the Latin
dances if someone’s hair is down because they
flick their head and their hair gets stuck on the
lips, which is not a good look.’

black liner I drew a flick on the top lashes.
‘I used loads of mascara on the bottom and
top lashes and, as it’s Strictly, I added false

Finish ‘We finished the face with lots of
powder. The costume department then gave
me a couple of crystals to match the dress

lashes. I chose a pair that was thicker at the
ends to help with the flick. ‘After doing the
eyes, I always clean up underneath with a wet
wipe because eyeshadow often drops down

and I stuck them in the inner corner of her
eyes with eyelash glue, so they were not in
danger of moving anywhere. It was great to
add a bit of sparkle as a final touch.’

or a dust of mascara might fall, then I reapply
a touch of moisturiser there.’

64 Lipstick and Rouge

Lipstick and Rouge 65

Strictly 2017.indd 64-65

06/09/2017 15:42

A spectacular final saw Ore and Joanne crowned
Strictly champs for 2016.

a) Paso doble – bold and dramatic
b) Samba – party time
c) Rumba – romantic and fluid
d) Foxtrot – Traditional and elegant

Ore
Oduba

Points
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a) 2
a) 3
a) 4
a) 3
a) 1
a) 2
a) 3

b) 3
b) 4
b) 3
b) 2
b) 4
b) 3
b) 2

c) 4
c) 1
c) 2
c) 1
c) 2
c) 1
c) 1

d) 1
d) 2
d) 1
d) 4
d) 3
d) 4
d) 4

A Sporting Dance
Almost a year on from lifting the
trophy, Strictly champ Ore Oduba
is still reeling from the shock.

18–23 points: Craig-tastic

12–17 points: Bruno-licious

In Laura Whitmore’s case, Hair and Make-

a little peachy blusher and powder shimmer
on her cheekbones to make them glow.’

a) A huge party – the wilder the better
b) A dinner party with lots of friends
c) A quiet meal for two and a cup of tea
d) A slap-up family meal

a) That’s a drinks disaster, darling.
b) You made mincemeat out of that, what a
mess!
c) You need to work on your arm position.
d) You came out here, gave it your all, but
that slip will cost you.

You are the epitome of taste and
refinement, beautifully composed at
all times. Underneath that elegant
exterior beats a heart of gold, and
you’re quick to lend support and
advice whenever needed.

smooth out the tone. Next, I put a naked
eyeshadow all over to make the eye all one

Cheek ‘I bronzed her cheeks to give her
some contouring in her cheek socket and used

7 What’s your favourite dance?

4 The waiter drops a tray of glasses.
Do you say…

7–11 points: Classy Darcey

Eyes ‘I started with prep and prime base to
conceal any tiny veins on the eyelid and to

6 What’s your idea of a perfect night?

a) Pie and mash
b) Thai
c) Italian
d) High-end French cuisine

How Did You Score?

because they are dancing and sweating.’

colour and neat then I shaded with brown in
the socket and against the lash line. Using a

Batch 1.indd 1-2

a) A musical
b) A classic Western
c) A romantic comedy
d) A horror

Base ‘For the base I used a foundation with
good coverage. On Strictly you need that,

Prep ‘As always, I prepped the skin and eyes
with a cleanser then moisturised the face.’

and

measly 5 – and shy Jay admits he was out of
his comfort zone.
‘Coming from a group I’m used to having
four other people to deflect the limelight so
I was suddenly on my own, and had to speak
for myself, and that was hard,’ he explains.
‘The first live show was shocking because I

Are you as bombastic as
Bruno, or as classy as
Darcey? Find out which
of the Fearsome Foursome
is closest to you with our
fun game.

HERE’S HOW LOTTIE
ACHIEVED LAURA’S
SILVER-SCREEN SALSA
LOOK:

didn’t know what I was doing. It was live, and
there was an overload of sequins and happy
faces, so I was a bit dazed and confused but
it was very exciting.’

‘I was in America and I wanted to come
home, so when Strictly called, it sounded
like fun,’ he recalls. ‘My family and all the
boys were behind me, and probably talked
me into it, but it turned out to be the best
decision ever.’
While his opening cha-cha with partner
Aliona Vilani was far from an ‘All Time Low’
it failed to impress Craig – who gave him a

‘[Lisa] gave me a mood
board with Moulin
Rouge references’

You’re quick-witted and funny, with a
healthy dose of cynicism. You know
what you like, and what you don’t.
You may not suffer fools gladly but
you’re a loyal and entertaining friend
to be around.

‘It was just surreal,’ he says. ‘I have watched

24+ points: You’re top dog Len
You have a straight-talking,
no-nonsense approach to
life, tinged with a great
sense of humour. You’re
no party animal but have
strong family values, a
dependable nature and
you still know how
to have fun.

2 During a break in filming you head off to the
green room. Do you?
a) Watch 101 Dalmatians because you just LOVE
Cruella de Vil
b) Tuck into some pickled walnuts
c) Brew up some herbal tea

anything I could to get rid of it. But we had
three incredible routines and I wanted to make
a fitting end to a phenomenal series.’
Before taking on the Strictly challenge, as
a BBC Breakfast presenter Ore was more at
home on a sofa than on a dance floor. But,

that moment back a few times but it still

despite having no previous dance experience,

doesn’t make any sense. Before the result, I can
honestly say that I was thinking about raising
the other couple on our shoulders and getting

the sports reporter was hiding a secret passion.
‘None of my friends and family, or even
my wife, knew the passion I had for this

to the bar. When Tess said our names, our jaws
dropped to the floor and it took us about eight

programme,’ he explains. ‘This was deeprooted. I had been watching it for 12 years,

seconds to register what had just happened.’
Although Ore danced like a dream in the

religiously, so the thought I would one day be
on it was a dream. I was determined to go in at

final, and won huge praise from the judges,
things were touch and go backstage just before
he took to the floor. ‘I got terrible cramp in my

full throttle.’
The presenter was paired with Joanne Clifton
at the launch show and he says she was the

thighs after the dress rehearsal,’ he explains.

perfect teacher for him.

‘About an hour before the final I was sitting with
my legs in the air, eating bananas, and trying

‘We were in sync from the first second. We
have the same sense of humour and I didn’t

d) Take the opportunity for a good natter
94 Which judge are you?

Batch 1.indd 25-26

Which judge are you? 95

01/08/2016 10:13

6 Ore Oduba

Strictly 2017.indd 6-7

Ore Oduba 7

06/09/2017 15:42
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TOM JONES

As Tom Jones enjoys
his sixth decade in
the music business,
we celebrate the life
of an iconic star...

people, so it’s hard because it feels like I’m

Finally Jay Norton (below, left) and

saying goodbye to friends. Kate has the kind of

Jaz Ellington (below, right) turn up

voice I like to listen to, like Sade or Macy Gray.’

the heat for Team will.i.am with a

Eventually he puts ‘vocal chameleon’ Frances

soulful ‘I Heard It Through

through to the next round.

The Grapevine’. The coaches give
them a standing ovation and this

‘I don’t envy you,’ says Tom, when Jessie has

time they remain on the feet to

to decide between Vince Kidd (bottom, left) and

give their feedback. Jessie says

Jessica Hammond (bottom, right) after they’ve

she’s lost for words at how good it

had the whole studio audience on their feet with

was, adding ‘I’m just glad the world

Rihanna’s ‘We Found Love’. ‘You’ve picked two

got the chance to hear you both

crackers there,’ he adds. Jessie is torn, ‘This is

sing.’ Meanwhile Danny is equally

Even as a child Thomas Woodward loves

tough.com!’ she says, stealing one of will.i.am’s

enthused. ‘This is what The Voice

singing for his parents, Freda and Thomas,

catchphrases. In the end she goes with Vince,

and assorted relatives at their home in

explaining she can imagine people going to see

Pontypridd, South Wales: ‘Some kids

him in concert.

is all about and that’s why I’m
still standing.’

they’re shy. Me though, I was always dying

that. It’s their mentor Danny who has the final

Knowing this decision is going to be a toughie,

to get up to sing. And I would get attention

say. ‘I am so proud of how far you have both

a thoughtful-looking will.i.am pauses for a

for it and a response, so of course I loved

Jessie J says she is lost for words after Frances

come. Nerves can get the better of you, Aleks,

moment before saying his piece. ‘Jaz, you have

it all the more.’ He works on building sites

Wood (above, left) and Kate Read’s (above,

I still get nervous even now. Emmy you have a

so much soul and vocal talent and range. Jay,

as a labourer and in 1957 he marries

right) version of Alanis Morissette’s ‘Ironic’ –

really unique tone and a great voice.’ After much

your riffs are out of this world. You are better

childhood sweetheart, Linda, and they

which Tom cheekily points out makes a change.

deliberation he picks Aleks because ‘he still has

Their mentor will.i.am admits he has a tricky

so much to show’.

have a son, Mark.

choice to make. ‘You are both my favourite
He begins his music career as vocalist in the

Tom Jones super-fan Sam Buttery (above,

beat group Tommy Scott & The Senators.

left) and Aundrea Nyle (above, right looking

In 1964 he changes his name to Tom Jones

resplendent in a feather neck-lined top)

and heads for London with manager Gordon

vigorously storm their way through ‘A Little

Mills. His first single, ‘Chills and Fever’, fails

Less Conversation’, which is perfect for Sam as

to chart. But his second, ‘It’s Not Unusual’, is

he already has the Elvis quiff going on. Danny

an international smash: ‘As soon as I heard

gives them a standing ovation. ‘Now that’s
what I call a battle!’ he exclaims. ‘You are both

“It’s Not Unusual” I thought – my God that

brilliant singers and entertainers.’ will.i.am

song has some magic to it.’

is equally rapturous. ‘My eyebrows were so
will.i.am loves Aleks Josh (above, left) and

120

121

far back I had to take them out of my back

Emmy J Mac’s (above, right) take on ‘Broken

pocket and put them back on my head.’ Proud

than Justin Timberlake at what you do.’ But Jaz

Strings’ and compliments their ‘amazing voices’,

coach Tom describes it as an incredibly sassy

is the one he’s selecting to go through to the

while Jessie says their performance was like

performance. ‘I’ve loved worked working with

next phase of the competition. He explains why:

watching a music video and she wanted them to

both of you in rehearsal.’ In the end he names

‘I want to take Jaz to the lives because you got

kiss at the end! Aaah. Although Emmy doesn’t

Sam as the victor who seems flabbergasted at

think her boyfriend would be too keen about

being chosen. ‘Am I really through?’ he asks.

110

soul in a bowl, soul on a pole!’ And you can’t say
fairer than that...
111

DANNY O’DONOGHUE
It’s an early morning start but Danny arrives at the
studio in good spirits and is immediately whisked
into hair and make-up – where his trademark
mega-quiff is sculpted into position...

The Voice’s musical director Steve Sidwell is a
musician, composer, arranger and conductor whose
orchestrations and compositions have appeared on
albums and movie soundtracks galore...

What is it really like behind the
scenes when you’re a coach on The Voice?
That’s the question we’ve been asking ourselves for a while.
So when Danny O’Donoghue invited us to spend the day with
him as his team rehearsed for the Battles, we jumped at the
chance to catch him in action...

114

115

60

He entertains the crew with a few tunes in his dressing room...
but doesn’t react well when someone says their favourite coaches
are Tom Jones and Jessie J!
61
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DEEP IN THE HEART OF THE
SHROPSHIRE COUNTRYSIDE LIES
LILLESHALL HALL, BUILT IN 1831
AS A HUNTING LODGE FOR THE
DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.
After the Second World War its impressive grounds were
purchased by the Central Council of Physical Recreation as a
national centre for sport, to complement Bisham Abbey in the
south of England.
LEFT AND RIGHT | England
team training session at
Lilleshall ahead of the 1966
World Cup tournament. Alan
Ball and Nobby Stiles. June
1966.

It was here that in June 1966 Ramsey brought twenty-seven
players – one less than anticipated after Brian Labone dropped
out. The Everton defender, who had not played for England
since Ramsey’s first match, was always likely to be reserve to Jack
Charlton, and in any case had planned his wedding for the close
ABOVE | England squad at play during
training at Lilleshall.

George Cohen had been in hospital with a leg injury after the

manager, only for the outspoken Connelly to challenge the manager:

league season ended. Now he was worked like never before by Les

‘We only had one pint, which isn’t going to do us any harm after the

now training began in earnest. The Lilleshall experience was short

Cocker to ensure he would answer every call. Jack Charlton and

training we’ve been doing.’ Stiles still shudders at what might have

on luxury: players were divided four or five to a dormitory, and

Nobby Stiles came to blows in a practice match, despite the fact

happened to them: ‘We could have been sent home. But in the end

served and cleared away their own meals.

there was nearly eight inches in height between them. Alan Ball lay

Ramsey, with a face like thunder, just told us all to get out of his sight.’

awake at night, ‘telling myself I was doing fine, but that tomorrow I

That was enough for Stiles: he was too nervous later to ask Ramsey

Shepherdson, Les Cocker from Leeds United and Wilf McGuinness

had to be even better. If there were to be any races, any challenges,

for a few hours’ leave to attend the birth of his second child.

from Manchester United, who each supervised a small group of

nobody would beat me. I had to stay in that squad whatever it took.’

season. He would be first choice four years later in Mexico.
The players had enjoyed a short rest after the season ended, but

Ramsey was assisted by his loyal number two, Harold

Jack Charlton occasionally walked the mile or so to the front

players for a time and then passed them on to the next trainer.

ABOVE | Alf Ramsey is suitably unamused by the TV
crews wanting pictures of the England World Cup
squad at Lilleshall.

ABOVE | Brian Labone and fiancée Patricia
Lynam. The Everton captain withdrew from
Ramsey’s squad because he was getting
married in the close season.

allowed to blossom; Ramsey, too, was careful in practice matches

an afternoon of other sports like tennis – Greaves and Eastham

to mix up the bibs so that there was no recognised first team

were the doubles pair to beat – before dinner and a film. Bedtime

one of the few real bids for freedom. One evening, joined by John

or reserves.

was at ten o’clock, whether the film had finished or not!

Connelly, they sneaked off to the nearby golf clubhouse for a beer.

Knowing what was at stake, and the fact that five of them – after
all their hard work – would be obliged to miss the World Cup finals,
the sessions were never less than competitive.

176 | TERMINATION

JUNE 1966
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between us we tried to pick the team – who was going to make the

confronted, Ball and Stiles offered abject apologies to the England

twenty-two and who wasn’t. It was a pretty intense time.
JUNE 1966

| 181
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THE DAILY COACH JOURNEY
FROM THE HENDON HALL
HOTEL TO THE ENGLAND
TRAINING CAMP AT
ROEHAMPTON WAS LONG AND
TIRESOME FOR THE PLAYERS.

The teams of boy scouts representing the sixteen competing

Some time earlier, Bobby Charlton had been ‘volunteered’ to ask

nations were supposed to exit from the players’ tunnel to the sound

Ramsey to consider a more adjacent venue. But, as with the players’

of the massed bands of the Brigade of Guards. However, as they

request about the suits, the manager promised to think about it,

entered the stadium, the groups were either too far apart or so

told them he had done and then announced that they would still

bunched up that one ‘country’ collided with the back of another.

travel to Roehampton.
With the final four days away, however, there was a change of

producer Alec Weeks was in despair. There was not much time

sorts. Ramsey spared the eleven who had beaten Portugal, allowing

before the real thing would be shown around the world. ‘The FA

them to watch the rest of the squad tackle a tough practice match

officials had all given up,’ he recalled, ‘but suddenly there appeared

against Arsenal at London Colney. All were all aware of the real

the biggest regimental sergeant major the Guards have ever

| Jimmy Greaves in action against an

produced, who set to work with the scouts. Afternoon turned into

Arsenal eleven, in a match to decide his
fitness, if selected, for the final against
West Germany. With no substitutes
allowed, Ramsey had to decide whether
to bring back England’s record goalscorer
or preserve a winning team.

evening, and the next day we started all over again. There were
tears and sore feet, but somehow a shamble became a saunter, the
saunter a walk, the walk a march. And in the end the lads did the

reason for the game: to examine the mind and body of Jimmy
Greaves. He had missed the last two games with an ugly gash to
his shin from the French match. Jack Charlton recalls seeing him on
the treatment table: ‘His leg was all blue and yellow. I pretended I
was going to touch it and Jim nearly jumped off the table. At that
time there were no substitutes in the World Cup, remember, so you

Guards proud.’

had to be absolutely certain that you would last the ninety minutes.

Like the scouts at the first rehearsal, the public also seemed out

Otherwise, Alf wouldn’t pick you.’

of step with the event. Despite the World Cup Willie campaign and

Against Arsenal, Greaves looked sharp as the England ‘second

the cheapness of tournament tickets, England’s opening match

eleven’ won 3–1, and then chaired captain Jimmy Armfield off the

against Uruguay on Monday 11 July was a few thousand short of a

field. The question was should the Spurs striker now be recalled for

sell-out: something unthinkable today.

the final? And, if so, whom should Ramsey leave out? The argument

Alf Ramsey had made up his mind quite early about how he
wanted to play against the South Americans. The only change

for the return of Greaves was easily made. Before the finals he had

from the previous match in Poland was to replace Martin Peters

scored forty-three goals for England in fifty-four matches. Those

with a winger in John Connelly, on the assumption that England

who faced him on a regular basis in the First Division were aware of

were likely to have the lion’s share of possession. True to form, the

the damage he could inflict, and had inflicted, ever since his debut

JULY 1966

174_256_Boys_of_66.indd 196-197

I knew the other Liverpool lads,’ recalled Gordon Milne, ‘and

return McGuinness told them Ramsey was looking for them. When

180 | TERMINATION

In the TV truck which would transmit the start of the 1966 finals,

collar and tie – make their way to Wembley
Stadium for the opening game. Surprisingly,
tickets were still available on the day for the
match with Uruguay.

Understandably, however, there was speculation. ‘Obviously

Fear of being found out made their stay a swift one, but on their

174_256_Boys_of_66.indd 180-181

THE FIRST REHEARSAL FOR THE
OPENING CEREMONY WAS A
SHAMBLES. THE SECOND WAS
NOT MUCH BETTER.

LEFT | 11 July. England supporters – most in

It was in these claustrophobic days that the club atmosphere to
which Ramsey had always aspired was built up. No cliques were

gate, putting his arm through the bars and shouting to passing
cars to let him out. However, it was Ball and Stiles who figured in

A typical day began with breakfast and a tough physical session,

| 197

01/02/2016 14:59

JULY 1966
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Department of the

Service (99)
Treasury – Internal Tax

Individual Income Tax

First Name and Initial
Home Address
City

Return

Last Name

Donald, The

Trump

The White House

Washington D.C.

Country name

GLUE THE TOUPÉE
ON THE TRUMP!

The (soon to be great

Income:

again) United States

First cut out the toupée below. Stick the picture of The Donald up
somewhere with some sticky tape. Dab the back of the toupée with
glue, grab yourself a makeshift blindfold and try to glue the toupée
on the Trump!

T H E WA ST E PAPER
DONALD GA M E
(screw up the following into a ball and chuck away!)

Amount

Donators

1 election

Vladivar Puttanesca

1 white hat and cloak

Luke Luckscan

1 soul

Lucy Ferr

Peace in the
Middle East

Global warming

Journalists

Women over 40

Illegals

The American
Dream

Not a dime since 2005

Sharri Tee

For disclosure, privacy

of America

It’s the game you’ve all been waiting for!

ation.

, see previous administr

and paperwork reduction

8

9

44

45

When it comes to choosing
a political party, The Donald
likes to change horses.
Here’s how his path to the
White House has gone…
Prince Charles

Match the codenames to
the real names!
The US Secret Service uses codenames for
presidents, members of the First Family and
prominent figures in the administration, as
well as for specialised vehicles, rooms and
agencies. Some esteemed visitors are also
given unique codenames.

Renegade
unicorn

Mogul
Evergreen

Kittyhawk

1987

(Republican)

1999

(Independence Party
of New York)

2001
(Democrat)

2009
(Republican)

2011

(Independent)

2012

Lace

Timberwolf

Ronald Reagan
Queen Elizabeth II
Jacqueline Kennedy
Richard Nixon
George H. W. Bush

Searchlight

Eagle

(Republican)

Bill Clinton

Barack Obama
The Donald

rawhide

HilLary Clinton
See pages 94–95 for answers

72

73

32

33
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The Boot Room Boys

The Boot Room Boys

was the Liverpool superstar of his day, making 537 appearances and
scoring 229 goals. The board weren’t too worried, however, as the
average gate at Anfield in 1952 was still a healthy 40,000.
With Liverpool FC’s form in the League spiralling downwards,
they were knocked out of the Cup in January 1953 by Third Division

Introduction

Liverpool team training.
Left to right: Joe
Cadden, Billy Liddell,
Jack Balmer, Phil Taylor,
Jimmy Payne and Bob
Paisley.

Legend has it that if ever the symbolic Liver Birds fly away from their

against Everton in the FA Cup in January 1955.

would fly away before Liverpool won the FA Cup. Liverpool had been

Gateshead in front of just 15,000 fans. It was only a 2–0 victory against

beaten FA Cup finalists in 1914 and 1950, and the club and fans
were desperate to win the coveted trophy and emulate Everton’s
successes of 1906 and 1933. In those days before the arrival of Bill
Shankly, Everton were actually regarded as the bigger club in the
city, but things were soon to change. In many ways the story of the

changed the kit from red shirts, white shorts and red and white socks

element of luck, the seeds of the boot room were already being sown.

the drop and they finished 17th. But the celebrations of staying up

In 1954 Bob Paisley, who had been a loyal servant to the club, was

were short-lived. Even though Welsh brought in players such as Geoff

asked to become the reserve team manager, and their form began to

Twentyman, from Carlisle, and goalkeeper Dave Underwood, from

improve. This was noted in the boardroom.

season, Liverpool were relegated, for the first time in 50 years.

his loyal back room staff. If the post-war years and the 1950s were
Don Welsh talking tactics to the
Liverpool team, 10 January 1952.
Left to right: Crossley, Liddell,
Paisley, Hughes, Payne, Jones
and Taylor.

Liverpool in the 1960s would not only become the centre of world

Behind the scenes, meanwhile, through chance, fate and an

Chelsea in the last League game of the season that saved them from

Watford, he couldn’t halt the slide and in 1954, after a disastrous

‘Boot Room Boys’ is the ‘before and after’ tale of Bill Shankly and

to the distinctive all-red kit everyone knows today.

They were a club in decline, and the fact that they had never won

there was massive demand for tickets when Liverpool were drawn

supporters used to mock Liverpool fans by claiming the Liver Birds

Liverpool FC, 1965.

story, and Liverpool would spend eight long years out of the top flight.

across Stanley Park. Liverpool’s gates at Anfield held up, though, and

historic waterfront, the city will cease to exist. For many years Everton

in monochrome, then the 1960s burst into colour. Bill Shankly even

Division in their first year back. This relegation was a very different

the FA Cup was a source of great amusement to their rivals Everton

perch on top of the magnificent Royal Liver Building on Liverpool’s
Liverpool FC 1965

one year in the Second Division, and even went on to win the First

Many thought the club would bounce straight back into the First

When Don Welsh was sacked at the end of the 1955/56 season (the
first manager in the history of the club to have suffered this fate), he
was replaced as manager by Phil Taylor, and Bob Paisley was made

Division, but it wasn’t to be. Liverpool was regarded as a well-run club

chief coach. Phil Taylor had made 312 appearances for the Reds as a

who had never sacked a manager, but it was becoming clear that the

player, and had captained the team until his retirement in 1954. Taylor,

board’s decision to appoint Don Welsh manager had been a mistake.

who had led Liverpool out in the FA Cup Final in 1950, was determined

Back in 1905, Liverpool had been promoted straight away after just

to get Liverpool back where they belonged.

attention because of The Beatles and Merseybeat; also, remarkably,
22 [ 1: The Birth of the Boot Room]

[ 1946–1959 ] 23

[ Introduction ] 7

The Boot Room Boys

‘I am very pleased and proud to
have been chosen as manager
of Liverpool FC, a club of great
potential. It is my opinion that
Liverpool have a crowd of followers
which rank with the greatest in the
game. They deserve success and I
hope in my small way to be able to
do something towards helping them
to achieve it. I make no promises
except that from the moment I take
over I shall put everything into the
job. I am not a lazy man. I like to
get down to it and set an example
which I will want following from the
top of the club to the bottom.’

Shankly: The Vision
After that very first match, the 4-0 defeat by Cardiff at Anfield in
December 1959, Shankly knew the team was not good enough. He
immediately made up his mind that the spine of the team needed
strengthening. He had inherited quite a large squad of over 40 players,
but he had to streamline the team and then introduce youngsters
like Roger Hunt, Gerry Byrne, Ian Callaghan, Tommy Smith and
Chris Lawler. Players liked Shankly’s new training methods and his
emphasis on five-a-side games, and were impressed that he was
coaching them rather than simply doing exercises without the ball.
Paisley, Fagan and Bennett were keen advocates of the new training
methods and everything was now planned meticulously. Shankly
based his training methods on the Preston North End model. He
said he didn’t want marathon runners or circus artists; he wanted

Shankly: The Vision

footballers. Shankly made a list of 24 players who didn’t fit into his

Bill Shankly, December 1959

‘footballing’ plans, but the clear-out was gradual rather than the
immediate revolution many players had feared.

[ 1960–1962 ] 51
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The Casual Setting

contents

Introduction
5
Picking Your Pieces
7
Putting It All Together 19
The Dining Table
35
The Breakfast Bar
55
The Coffee Table
69
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83
The Bistro Table
93
The Console
103
The Serving Tray
117
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Napkin rings are a quick way to keep linens
neat and pulled together.

An informal setting has only
a few pieces, and everything
that’s needed throughout the
meal should be laid out at
once. It’s good for family-style
spreads and dinners that don’t
require re-setting during the
meal. As a general rule for any
occasion (casual or formal),
plates and cutlery should be
placed about 1 centimetre
apart, with the bottoms lined
up about 2 centimetres from
the edge of the table. Each
person should be given about
60 centimetres of table space
to avoid feeling crowded.

7

6

2

1 | D I N N E R P L ATE

1

2 | N A P KI N

126

3 | D I N N E R FO R K
4 | DINNER KNIFE
5 | D ES S E RT S P O O N
6 | WATE R G L AS S
7 | W I N E G L AS S

3

4

5

20

THE ELEMENTS OF
A SIMPLE COCKTAIL BAR

TR AY AS A B A R

A bar trolley isn’t necessary as you can just use a tray to
hold liquor, shakers, and stir sticks.
A few classic mixers to always have on hand:
lime cordial, ginger beer, tonic water (in small bottles,
so it doesn’t go flat), soda water, bitters.

The

PICNIC BLANKET

A M I XT U R E O F C O C KTA I L G L AS S ES

Don’t worry if you don’t have complete sets. Simply
put out a selection and let guests choose the
style they like best.
M I S M ATC H E D S I LV E R & TO N G S

Use a mixture of vintage and new silver for canapés.

59
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